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Abstract—Manufacturing Execution System (MES) links plan management and workshop control in an enterprise, which is an integrative management and control system of workshop production oriented to manufacturing process. The paper analyzes the function of MES software and the traditional software development flow as well as the defects of the traditional software development method. To overcome the difficulties of traditional software development method, development of MES based on component and driven by ontology is put forward to prompt development efficiency and performance of MES, which can be more reconstructing, reuse, expansion and integration, and the key technologies of MES development based on component and driven by ontology are investigated in detail. Development method of MES software based on component and driven by ontology is feasible and efficient through developing a pharmaceutics MES which applied in a pharmaceutics manufacturing factory.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the demand of customers become more and more great for improvement on product, enterprises need adopt more agile manufacturing mode to satisfy customers. Manufacturing Execution System (MES) links plan management and workshop control in an enterprise, which is an integrative management and control system of workshop production oriented to manufacturing process. The traditional MES software causes great development difficulty, long developing period, high cost, low reliability as well as bad reconstructing and integration ability. In view of all defects, the paper puts forward a developing mode of MES software based on component and driven by ontology and makes a research on the key technologies of the development.

II. MES SOFTWARE AND THE TRADITIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF MES

The three tiers mode of enterprise integrating has been put forward by Advanced Manufacturing Research, as shown in Fig. 1 [1]. From the mode we can catch the conclusion that MES is a bridge between plan management and workshop control which fills up the gaps of them. In the one hand MES can decompose the production management information from MRPII/ERP and transform the work instructions to workshop controls. In the other hand MES can monitor the running state of workshop equipments in time and gather the status data of equipments and appearances, after analysis, computing and handling, touch off a new event, then link the control system and information system conveniently and reliably, and feedback the production status to plan system timely.

As a computer aided production management system, MES includes a lot of function modules. The primary MES function modules have been concluded by Manufacturing Execution System Association from practice, which include working procedure detailed schedule, resource distribute and status management, production unit distribute, process management, human resource management, maintenance management, quality management, document management, output track and bill management, performance analysis and data collection, as shown in Fig. 2.

From MES function mode we can know that MES software is very great and complex, and exchanges information with many information systems in enterprise.

Traditional development method of MES is the waterfall development method, which separates software development into several steps: requirement analysis, system analysis, software design, software realization, software test, software maintenance.

Fig. 3 shows the traditional software development flow.
(2) System analysis: also called domain analysis, which solves what can be done in the system by decomposing the system into components and confirming the logic of the system under the instruction of general layout through detail and embedded research of the system.

(3) Software design: including the definition of hardware and software architecture, the design of modules and user interfaces, confirming the performance and the security parameter, the design of database, choice of integrate development environment and the program language.

(4) Software realization: according to design instruction to construct system by development team which involve programmer, interface designer and other experts in this phase.

(5) Software test: modules and the integrated system will systematic validate to ensure no error and completely accord with demands established in phase (1).

(6) Software maintenance: including the correction of the system and modules to promote performance which can be changed by consumer or system bugs.

The traditional software development method exists problems as follows:

(1) In requirement analysis phase, there are many persons such as experts, consumers, system analyzers and development workers, who have different knowledge background and different degree of domain knowledge. The diversity made bad communication of persons with different understanding of the system and cause the different demands.

(2) The system model derived from system analysis is deficient in standardization, conception and formalization, which is difficult to share, reuse and less guide to software design.

(3) Software is made up of modules to form tighten coupling system which is difficult to reconstructing, reuse, expansion and integration, the development of software is long period, difficult and expensive.

MES is a very giant software system, which relates to much knowledge, so the traditional development of MES need expensive fare to develop and maintain and a new software development method should be put forward.

In order to solve the problem(1) and (2) subsistent in the traditional development of MES, domain ontology technology is introduced [2], to solve the problem (3), the reuse technology of software component is introduced too [3]. This paper integrates the reuse technology of software component and the MES domain ontology technology, and puts forward a new development method based on component and driven by ontology, which can improve the development efficiency of MES software and the quality of MES software such as reconstructing, reuse, expansion and integration.

III. DEVELOPMENT OF MES BASED ON COMPONENT AND DRIVEN BY ONTOLOGY

The development method of MES software based on component and driven by ontology is illustrated in Fig. 4.

![Figure 4. MES development flow based on component and driven by ontology](image-url)
From Fig. 4 we can know that the development method of MES software based on component and driven by ontology is made up of three major phases: MES ontology engineering, MES domain engineering driven by ontology and MES application engineering driven by ontology. MES ontology is constructed in the phase of MES ontology engineering, MES domain components are developed in the phase of MES domain engineering driven by ontology and MES components are retrieved to assemble MES software in the phase of MES application engineering driven by ontology. When a new domain component should be developed in application engineering phase, the development flow should return to domain engineering phase to develop the domain component and put it into component library. MES ontology plays an important role to prompt the development efficiency and performance in the development process of the MES software.

In this paper, the MES ontology is derived from multi-view MES model, described with OWL and constructed by Protege 2000 editor in the phase of MES ontology engineering. In the phase of MES domain engineering driven by ontology, MES domain analysis method driven by ontology is adopted, MES domain knowledge is described and presented in standardization and formalization making use of domain ontology model, MES domain analysis and domain modeling are carry through driven and guided by MES ontology, a MES architecture is set up based on component and driven by ontology, and MES domain components are analyzed and designed based on ontology. In the phase of MES application engineering driven by ontology, MES components are described base on facet and ontology, a MES domain components library is established, multiply search methods including facet-based and ontology-based to pick up MES components, and the method of assembly and deploy of MES components based on frame is adopted to realize MES software.

IV. KEY TECHNOLOGIES OF MES DEVELOPMENT BASED ON COMPONENT AND DRIVEN BY ONTOLOGY

A. Construct MES ontology with OWL

To improve the efficiency of development and application of MES, ontology is introduced to play an important role in the process of development and application of MES. Ontology is a formal specification of conceptualization in a domain which includes concepts, relations, properties, axioms and instances. MES ontology is the ontology about MES and general knowledge of MES.

1) MES Model

A model is an abstract of actual affair or system, whose expressive form is various, and can be describe by mathematics expressions, physical models or diagrams and words. Enterprise model is description abstracted from enterprise in order to realize enterprise by people. Because of the complexity and uncertainty of practical problem of enterprise as well as the existence of subjective factors of human, more applications are described by diagram models and word models in CIM research.

Enterprise modeling constructs expressive method of practical system from various views orient to problems which enterprise should resolve. Enterprise modeling is a process which achieves an abstract model with a series of steps and definite methods to analyze and simply the practical enterprise object after getting rid of many details which have less influence to modeling motive.

MES is a subset of enterprise information management system, which is an enterprise information management system of workshop and embodies the activities of production and management. So many theories and methods of enterprise modeling can be applied to MES modeling.

The familiar enterprise models are CIM-OSA, ARIS, PERA, GRAI/GIM, GERAM and IEM [4], referenced by enterprise models this paper puts forward a multiple views MES model which core is business process and includes process model, organization model, resource model, product model, information model and function model.

The MES model of multiply views is illustrated in Fig. 5:

(1) Process model. It describes production about project names, process, mechanism of inter function of each activity in the process and exterior relation among activities.

(2) Product model. It describes structure of product, design information of product and correlative document, and embodies synthetically product information.

(3) Organization model. It describes groups, roles, organization structure and privilege of workers around production.

(4) Resource model. It describes the relation of creation, employment and release for resource such as human powers, equipments, tools and materials involved in production.

(5) Information model. It describes the relation of data using by MES.

(6) Function model. It describes the function of MES and confirms the logic structure of function for enterprise business.

The former five modes describe respectively five aspects of business activities around production in the workshop, and function mode is a function embodiment of five modes described formerly. The views of these modes have internal relation which restrict and integrate each other.
2) Ontology engineering and OWL

At first ontology is a branch of philosophy, which studies on the essence of being for objective thing. In 1990s ontology is introduced to computer science to overcome lots of problems such as knowledge presentation, information organization and software reuse.

There is a similarity between software development and ontology construct and the process of constructing the ontology is called ontology engineering. To construct an ontology five rules should be complied which are clarity, coherence, extendibility, minimal encoding bias and minimal ontology commitment.

General the method of ontology construct includes six steps: (1) identify purpose and scope, (2) ontology capture, (3) ontology coding, (4) integrating existing ontology, (5) evaluation and (6) documentation.

Ontology is made up of modeling primitives: (1) class or concept, (2) relations, (3) functions, (4) axioms and (5) instances.

Ontology can be described by nature language, frame, semantic network or logic language. With the development of Web a lot of ontology description language based on Web, such as SHOE, XOL, RDF(S), OIL, OIL+DAML and OWL, are applied to application.

Web Ontology language (OWL) is a standard of ontology description language recommended by W3C organization, which is developed based on DAML+OIL and expanded from RDF(S) [5].

The construct functions of OWL are intersection of, union of, complement of, one of, all values from, some values from, max cardinality and min cardinality, by which classes and properties can be constructed.

In order to describe more clearly the characteristics and relations of classes as well as properties OWL defines axioms as follow: subclass of, equivalent class, disjoint with, same individual as, different from, subproperty of, equivalent property, inverse of, transitive property, functional property and inverse functional property.

OWL is made up of three sub language such as OWL Lite, OWL DL and OWL Full to meet different demands.

3) Construct MES ontology with OWL

From the MES model of multiply views we can obtain the MES ontology model, then decompose the model into concepts, relations, properties and instances by consulting experts as well as referring to documents.

According to the MES model of multiply views MES ontology can be divided into process ontology, production ontology, resource ontology, organization ontology, information ontology and function ontology. Each ontology can be divided separately into smaller ontology, for example, process ontology can be divided into task ontology, plan ontology, schedule ontology, technical ontology, quality ontology, and so on, and resource ontology can be divided into human resource ontology, equipment ontology, tool ontology, material ontology and so on, as illustrated in Fig. 6.

The equipment ontology is illustrated in Fig. 7.

Fig. 8 shows the properties of equipment and the relations of equipment concept and other concepts.
After analyzing the concepts, relations, properties and instances of the MES ontology we can use OWL to describe the OWL ontology and apply protégé 2000 editor to develop the owl ontology [6]. A segment of equipment ontology as part of the MES ontology is described with OWL as follows [7].

```xml
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<rdf:RDF
  xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
  xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"
  xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#"
  xmlns:vcard="http://www.w3.org/2001/vcard-rdf/3.0#"
  xmlns:daml="http://www.daml.org/2001/03/daml+oil#"
  xml:base="http://www.learninglab.de/~dolog/fsm/fsm.owl#"
>
  <owl:Ontology rdf:about=""/>
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="Guard"/>
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="Event"/>
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="Condition"/>
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="Simple"/>
    <rdfs:subClassOf>
      <owl:Class rdf:ID="State"/>
      <rdfs:subClassOf/>
    </owl:Class>
    <owl:Class rdf:ID="Action"/>
    <owl:Class rdf:ID="Transition"/>
    <rdfs:subClassOf>
      <owl:Restriction>
        <owl:someValuesFrom>
          <owl:Class>
            <owl:complementOf>
              <owl:Class rdf:about="#Initial"/>
              <owl:complementOf/>
            </owl:Class>
          </owl:Class>
          <owl:Class>
            <owl:SomeValuesFrom>
              <owl:Class>
                <owl:complementOf>
                  <owl:Class rdf:about="#Final"/>
                  <owl:complementOf/>
                </owl:Class>
              </owl:Class>
            </owl:Class>
            <owl:Class>
              <owl:SomeValuesFrom>
                <owl:Class>
                  <owl:complementOf>
                    <owl:Class rdf:about="#Target"/>
                    <owl:complementOf/>
                  </owl:Class>
                </owl:Class>
              </owl:Class>
            </owl:Class>
          </owl:Class>
        </owl:Restriction>
        <owl:someValuesFrom>
          <owl:Class>
            <owl:complementOf>
              <owl:Class rdf:about="#State"/>
              <owl:complementOf/>
            </owl:Class>
          </owl:Class>
          <owl:Class>
            <owl:SomeValuesFrom>
              <owl:Class>
                <owl:complementOf>
                  <owl:Class rdf:about="#State"/>
                  <owl:complementOf/>
                </owl:Class>
              </owl:Class>
            </owl:Class>
          </owl:Class>
        </owl:Restriction>
        <owl:Class>
          <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="#Source"/>
          <owl:Restriction>
            <owl:subClassOf>
              <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="#Target"/>
              <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="#Condition"/>
              <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="#Guard"/>
            </owl:subClassOf>
          </owl:Restriction>
        </owl:Class>
        <owl:Class>
          <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="#GuardAction"/>
          <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="#GuardCondition"/>
          <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="#GuardGuard"/>
        </owl:Class>
      </owl:Class>
    </owl:Class>
  </owl:Class>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Ontology>
</rdf:RDF>
```
B. The hierarchical architecture of MES based on component and driven by ontology

With the increase of scale and complex of software system the architecture design of system is more important than the choice of arithmetic and data structure, so the favorable architecture is most important for the success of software system. Architecture is the design of whole system structure including the whole frame and control structure, the protocol of communication among components and data access, the distribution of function and so on, and serves as an important basis for software designer to understand components and their effects of software system.

An usual software architecture are made of components, connectors and constrains, namely:

$$SA = \{\text{components, connectors, constrains}\}$$

Components are defined as the carriers of computation, connectors are defined as interactions among components and constrains are defined as the state and condition of components connection.

In modern enterprise the manufacturing mode by distributing and network is the trend of development, so MES should be integrated with other information systems of enterprise and can share information with other information systems timely.

Components-based MES enables application program of customs to access MES database through public medial business logic tiers rather directly. MES components of medial tiers can be exchanged if business logic changes. Information systems such as ERP can access MES database from different tiers to realize communication and interaction with MES from higher tiers [8].

In order to realize the complicate system function and reuse the application systems as well as improve the intelligence of MES, the paper put forwards the hierarchical architecture of MES based on component and driven by ontology which adopt B/S and C/S structure mixed [9].

The hierarchical architecture of MES based on component and driven by ontology which adopt B/S and C/S structure mixed is illustrated in Fig. 9 [10].
To improve the efficiency of development and application of MES, component is introduced to play an important role in the process of development and application of MES. For the sake of huge component library of MES software the traditional retrieval method of MES software component causes great difficulty such as long retrieval time, low efficiency of retrieval and loss of components. In view of all defects, the paper puts forward a retrieval method of MES software component based on ontology.

1) MES components and MES components library

Traditional MES software is made up of modules to form tighten coupling system which is difficult to reconstructing, reuse, expansion and integration, the development of software is long period, difficult and expensive.

In order to solve the problems subsistent in the traditional development of MES the reuse technology of software component is introduced, which can improve the development efficiency of MES software and the quality of MES software such as reconstructing, reuse, expansion and integration. Mass software reuse needs support of sufficient components which is managed related to description and retrieval method of components.

Components library management system mainly realizes the functions such as storage, retrieval, management, security and maintenance of components. Description, storage, query and retrieval of components are key technologies of components reuse [11].

2) Description of MES components based on facets and ontology

A facet describes a feature of a component and corresponds to several facet values, so a MES component can be described by a series of facets and sub-facets to obtain best understanding of the component, as shown in Fig. 10 [12].

3) Retrieval of component based on ontology

Traditional retrieval method based on keywords may not get components needed and reduces the recall ratio of component retrieval if the query terms do not match keywords whereas they are same semantic [13].

In order to solve the problem of fuzzy and expansibility of query, ontology technology can be applied to components retrieval because domain ontology can reform fuzzy query and expand query scope to improve the recall ratio of component retrieval. Retrieval of MES component based on ontology is illustrated in Fig. 12.

According to the description model of MES components, function facet is a facet in which term is fuzzy. In MES domain components there are many functions which presence many relations, for example, in the facet of manufacturing resource there is a sub-facet as equipment resource, and in the ontology model, the relation between manufacturing resource and equipment resource is inclusion relation. If a user search a component which
function facet is equipment resource, then he can match a component of manufacturing resource.

In domain ontology the most important items are domain lexicon and domain concept model. Domain concept model describes definitions, relations, rules of each basic conception, and domain lexicon defines the conceptions of domain terms and relations among domain conception. During the search of MES components based ontology the similar relation, inheritance relation, inclusion relation and other relation are mainly applied to retrieval.

Retrieval of component using domain ontology is illustrated in Fig. 13.

![Domain Lexicon and Domain Ontology](image)

**Figure 13.** Retrieval of component using domain ontology

V. CONCLUSIONS

Because MES can improve productivity of engineering it is important to improve the development and application of MES. There are many problems in traditional MES software development method such as great development difficulty, long developing period, high cost, low reliability as well as bad reconstructing and integration ability, development of MES based on component and driven by ontology can overcome the difficulties of traditional MES software development method to prompt development efficiency and performance of MES, which can be more reconstructing, reuse, expansion and integration. The development method of MES software based on component and driven by ontology is feasible and efficiency through developing pharmaceutics MES which applied in a pharmaceutics manufacturing factory.
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